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HOW TO CREATE AN EFFECTIVE BRIEF 
 
The announcement of the call of entries for the prestigious EFFIE 2011 has sent shivers down 
the spine of most advertising agencies. 
 
The EFFIE focuses on identifying campaign that demonstrate that they have met or surpassed 
their goals.  The brief is the most important part of the entry because it details the competitive 
environment, objectives, goals and evidence of performance.  It is the basis of the judgement.  
Reviews of winning briefs have shown that they are clear, concise and logical.  In our 
experience, winning brief present their story in an easy to follow style with a minimum of 
hyperbole.  Clear and easy to read.  Judges have disqualified entries they found to be 
exceptionally difficult to read, which included briefs that utilized smaller than 10 point type. Use 
the pages provided in their standard form.  Additional pages will be discarded.  Coloured fonts 
will not be accepted except when used within a graph or chart. 

 
ELIGIBILITY 
 
Campaigns that ran in India between 1st July, 2010 and 30th June, 2011 (12 Months) are 
eligible for entry.  Campaigns may have been introduced earlier but must have run during this 
period and have data qualifying time.  You may re-submit campaigns from prior EFFIE 
competitions if they ran during the qualifying time and have data relative to the qualifying time.  
Campaigns not in the English language must be accompanied by a complete translation in 
English to make judging possible. All the creative materials to be submitted in 4 minutes 
Video which is a creative communication reel depicting your work as it ran in the 
marketplace. 

 
HOW YOUR ENTRY WILL BE JUDGED  
 
Your entry will be judged by some of the brightest and most experienced business leaders. 
Entries are judged in two phases. Round One judging evaluates entries on a stand-alone basis 
without comparison to other entries in their category. In Final Round judging, finalists in each 
category are judged against other finalists in that category. In both rounds, all elements of an 
entry – written case and creative elements – are judged. Scoring is done anonymously and 
confidentially. 
 
Judges are asked to evaluate specific criteria in scoring a marketing case‘s overall effectiveness 
and provide four separate scores analyzing specific attributes of the work.  
 
The judges‘ scores determine which entries are awarded a gold, silver or bronze Effie trophy. 
Each winning level – gold, silver, bronze – has a minimum score required in order for a finalist to 
be eligible for an award. Effie Trophies are awarded in each category at the discretion of the 
judges. It is possible that a category may produce one, two, three or four winners of any level or 
perhaps no winners at all.  

 
COMPLETING THE ENTRY FORM  
 
Your entry should tell the complete story of all advertising and marketing communications that 
were created and implemented for this marketing effort, and any other factors that impacted 
your efforts.  

 
SOURCING YOUR DATA IN THE ENTRY  
 
All data, claims, facts, etc. included anywhere in the entry form (Strategic Challenge section, 
Idea section, Results section, etc.) must include a specific, verifiable source. Entries that do not 
source data will be disqualified. Be as specific as possible in documenting all evidence; provide 
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sources of data, research involved and time period covered.  
 
You must source all data and claims you provide in the entry form either by listing the specific 
source next to each piece of data or in clearly marked footnotes at the bottom of each relevant 
page.  
 
Acceptable sources can be: advertiser data, agency research or third party research companies. 
Use the specific name of the company to reference a source except when the source is an 
Agency company (Ad, Media or other agencies). Because Effie is an agency-blind competition 
we require agency company research to be referenced via the term ―Agency research.‖ 
However, you must still be as specific as possible about this source (time period covered, 
research involved, etc.)  

 
CREATIVE SHOWCASE / MATERIAL :  
 
Creative Communications Reel  
 
The creative reel should showcase the creative that brought the big idea to life. This is not a 
video of your written case. Creative/communication elements submitted must directly relate to 
your strategic objectives and results, and must have run in the marketplace.  
 
Show the ―how-when-where‖ you connected with your target, and include at least one example 
of each of the integral communications touch points mentioned in your written case. You do not 
need to feature on the video all items in the communications touch points checklist, only those 
integral to the case‘s success that are mentioned in your written case. If time allows, you can 
include additional examples of specific creative materials.  
 
You are required to show complete commercials -except where editing is necessary because of 
time (e.g. events, guerrilla marketing activities, sampling, branded content in TV or games, etc.). 
Examples of any integral print, direct mail, etc. elements must be included in the video. 
 
Important: Your explanation on the video cannot include results or agency names/logos.  

 
Editing Features  
 
You can use editing features such as voiceover, text, etc., to better explain the work shown. You 
cannot include on the reel any work that you do not have rights to (e.g. music/images that are 
not part of your creative work).  
 
Work submitted must be original or you must have secured rights to submit it. However, stock 
music/images are allowed as long as you have the rights to use them. Stock music/images can 
only be used in ways that clearly delineate what was work that ran in the marketplace.  
Note: Do not use any stock music/images that will cause confusion for judges with how your 
work ran in the marketplace. 
 
Hence, you cannot run a background music track behind your TV commercial as it plays on the 
video – the commercial must be shown as it aired in the marketplace. You can run music behind 
your print ads as they scroll by, since it will be clear that the print did not air in the marketplace 
with music.  
 
Note: The primary purpose of the reel is to show your work as it ran in the marketplace.  
 
Note: Creative material becomes the property of the Ad Club and will not be returned. By 
entering your work into the competition, the Ad Club is automatically granted the right to make 
copies, reproduce or display the creative material, including the 4-minute video, for education 
and publicity purposes.  
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SUBMITTING YOUR CREATIVE ELEMENTS 
 
VIDEO 
 
Do not include results anywhere on the video AND do not include Agency name(s) or logos 
anywhere on the video.  
Do not include any materials you do not have the rights to on the video (e.g. music not part of 
your creative work).  

 
EXAMPLES OF YOUR WORK 
 
Send 20 collated copies (collate with a binder clip or paperclip not a staple) of the items  
featured on the video that you feel judges will also benefit from seeing as a physical copy (e.g. 
internet web page with extensive text, magazine or newspaper ad, direct mail, etc.) to the Ad 
Club Secretariat along with your entry form. These should include the .jpg examples of your 
work. 
 
Send only copies of the materials featured on your 4-minute reel (not exceeding under any 
circumstances) that will be difficult for judges to appreciate on a central screen (e.g. a magazine 
ad vs. sending hard copy of a poster, which is clear on a central screen).  
 
Hard copy examples should not be mounted. Copies are acceptable. Make sure that you collate 
your copies with a binder clip or paperclip. Do not include actual magazines or newspapers – 
simply provide a copy of the ad that was featured in them. Size should not be larger than 8.5” 
x 11”. Label the back of each hard copy example with entry, category, brand name, case title, 
type of work (web page, banner ad, magazine ad, newspaper ad, direct mail, etc.).  
 
Do not include any agency names or logos on any of the materials submitted.  
 
Important: Non-compliance with these instructions will result in automatic disqualification 
from the competition. 

 
REASONS FOR DISQUALIFICATION  
 
The following will result in disqualification and entry fees will be forfeited.  
 
1. Results not referenced. All data, claims, facts, etc. presented anywhere in the entry form 

must reference a specific, verifiable source. This could be advertiser data, agency research 
or third party research companies. We reserve the right to verify the accuracy of the data with 
the source named.  

 
 Sources must be provided next to each piece of data or claim OR in clearly marked footnotes 

at the bottom of each relevant page of the entry form. Be as specific as possible in 
documenting all evidence; provide sources of data, research involved and the time period 
covered. Use the specific name of the company to reference a source except when the 
source is an agency company (Ad, Media or other agencies). Because Effie is an agency-
blind competition we require agency company research to be referenced via the term 
―Agency research.‖ However, you must still be as specific as possible about this source (time 
period covered, research involved, etc.)  

 
2. Not  enough information.   

Not  including examples of all creative materials discussed in the case brief and integral to 
the effort on the 4-minute creative reel. You must include at least one example of all creative 
detailed in the entry form that was integral to the case‘s success on the 4-minute reel.  
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3. Agency name published in the Entry Form or on the creative materials. Effie is an 
agency-blind competition — do not cite agency names anywhere in the entry form or creative 
materials. Do not cite your agency name (or any other Agency — Ad, Media, Digital or other 
— names) as your reference source. If an agency is the source of your research, reference 
―Agency Research‖.  

 
4. Including Results on the 4-minute creative reel. You are not allowed to include results on 

the reel. 
 
5. Using logos, graphics or colored font in entry form. Logos, graphics, pictorial elements or 

other creative materials present in the Entry Form will not be accepted.  
 
 Do NOT include screen grabs of your creative work in the written case. These should go on 

your 4-minute video.  
 
 Colored fonts will not be accepted. All text that appears in the Entry Form must be in 

standard black font. It is fine (and recommended) to use readability style effects like bullets, 
bold, white space, etc. throughout the entry form.  

 
 Note: Graphs and charts displaying data are acceptable and can be presented in color.  
 
6. Submitting handwritten or low-quality cases. Make sure to have someone read your case 

and check for spelling, math and grammar errors as well as hyperbole, undocumented 
claims, etc. before you submit.  

 
7. Ignoring spacing guidelines or deleting the instructions or questions from the entry 

form. The official entry form is 7 pages, including questions and their instructions 1–9, 
minimum 10-point font. If you exceed the official number of pages, all additional material will 
be removed and will not be seen by judges. Brevity and clarity are much appreciated by 
judges.  

 
8. Submitting an incomplete Entry Form. You must fill out every section of the Entry Form - 

do not leave any blanks and do not delete any questions or instructions from the form itself. If 
a question is not applicable, you must state this directly by the question. Any question left 
blank will result in disqualification.  

 
9. Missing Translation. Creative materials submitted for consideration that are not in English 

require translation. 

 
Entry overview checklist  
 
Please review to insure you have completed all steps necessary to enter the 2011 Effie 
Competition:  
 
You read the ―Reasons for Disqualification‖ that are a part of this guide and made sure none 
apply to the entry form or creative materials you are submitting.  
 
You have properly entered all materials : 
Step 1 : Send all Entry files – includes your written case, 4-minute video (not exceeding under 
any circumstances) 
Step 2 : Provided Requested Data for Effie Internal Research / Database purposes  
Step 3 : Provided Company and Individual Credits & Contact Information for your case  

 
Items for Effie send to Ad Club Secretariat :  
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• 20 stapled copies of the completed Official EFFIE Brief of Effectiveness per entry (Entry 

Form Page 1-7) and one CD containing the entire Brief (Page 1-7) in Word format. 
• 20 hard copies of each unique example that is featured on your 4-minute video that you also 

want judges to see up-close in the final round (e.g. materials with small text like web pages, 
magazine ads, newspaper ads, direct mail, etc.).  

• 1 DVD of 4 Minutes Video, 2 Copies of Entrant Information Form and Campaign Summary 
and Credits.  

 
TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF YOUR 2011 EFFIE ENTRY  
 
Be direct. Present your story in an easy-to-follow style with minimum hyperbole. The link 
between the strategic challenge, the objectives, big idea, the creative executions and results 
should not be hidden.  
 
Identify the competitive landscape. Do not assume that the judges reviewing your entry are 
aware of the marketplace ins and outs of your particular category. Be sure to provide a clear 
picture of the marketplace situation.  
 
Be concise. Use the space and pages provided in the standard form. Don‘t add pages – they 
will simply be discarded upon receipt.  
 
Include clear, simple, relevant charts and tables. If done correctly, charts and tables allow 
judges to easily assess the success of the marketing initiative.  
 
Know the rules. Review the judging criteria for 2011 and the ―Reasons for Disqualification‖ 
before submitting your entry.  
 
Source Your Data and Results. The reason judges mark an entry for disqualification is failure 
to provide a specific, verifiable source for all data, claims, facts, etc. included anywhere in the 
entry form.   
 
Make sure your entry does not include an agency’s name anywhere in the entry form or 
creative materials — Effie is an agency-blind competition. The reason judges disqualify an 
entry is including agency name in the entry form or creative materials.  
 
Provide English translation for all non-English creative materials.  
 
Be compelling. Your entry should be stimulating to read. Tell the judges a story.  
 
Tell judges why it was successful. For every objective provide clear, sourced results and 
provide context for judges to judge those results and objectives. For example, what was spend 
for your brand prior year, for the competition, etc. What were results prior year vs. now for your 
brand and the competitive landscape, etc.  
 
Learn from Success. Take time to review 2010 Effie-winning cases in the online showcase ref. 
www.effie.org 

 
FIFTEEN REASONS CASES GET LOWER SCORES THAN THEY SHOULD  
 
1. Objectives – Retrofitting objectives to results achieved or creating objectives after the fact 

rather than explaining the situation you were faced with accurately.  
 
2. Objectives vs. Results – Not addressing all objectives completely in the results section. Not 

providing evidence that it was the marketing communications that drove the results.  
 
3. Target Audience – Omitting a clear, concise description of the target audience upfront.  
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4. Media Strategy – Omitting a clear description of media strategy.  
 
5. Collaboration with Partners – Not reaching out to all partners, collaborating with & crediting 

them – thereby leaving missing data points or work in the case. 
  
6. Context for data – Not providing context for data vs. prior year vs. competitors vs. past 

year‘s media spend etc.  
 
7. Unanswered Questions – Leaving judges with unanswered questions someone unfamiliar 

with your brand and category will ask after reading your case. Have someone unfamiliar with 
your case read it before you submit it.  

 
8. Poor proofreading – Math mistakes, spelling mistakes, grammar mistakes or typos.  
 
9. Overwriting/hyperbole – Shorter than seven pages, written compellingly with the facts 

clearly stated will succeed over lots of description every time.  
 
10.Future Focus + Continuing Story – Not talking about learning as a result and your future-

focus. What will you change going forward? What didn‘t you achieve but are making a 
change to do going forward? Judges respect cases that are honest.  

 
11.Unfamiliar Terms – Not explaining unfamiliar terms/jargon.  
 
12.Explaining why the objectives and      results were important – Not providing context for 

and defending objectives and results – why were they significant and important?  
 
13.Lack of brevity – a shorter video and a shorter brief are better than padded versions of 

either.  
 
14.Sourcing – Poor or incomplete sourcing of        
     results, facts & claims in the entry form.  
 
15.Video – Not including examples of key work on the video or not making it clear what the 

work is on the video versus ―effects‖ – judges want to see the work as it was seen in the 
marketplace. Don‘t include any results on the video.  

 
KEY TAKEAWAYS 
 
Keep it simple (both video and case), brief, clear and make it interesting to read and view.  
 
Spend time on editing and reviewing your writing to make it simple and clear rather than 
spending money on a video laden with unnecessary effects and an overwritten brief. Judges 
want to see the work on the video not effects created for the video.  
 
Many entries in round one are eliminated on writing alone. You can‘t write your way to an Effie 
win if you don‘t have results. However, you can write your way out of one.  
 
Note : The Effie Awards reserves the right to re-categorize entries, split/redefine categories 
and/or refuse any entry at any time.  

 
TRANSLATION PAGE: Entrants submitting creative materials that are not in English are 

required to provide translation on an additional 1 page added to the end of their entry form. 
Subtitles should be provided on the 4-minute creative video. For any non-English creative 
materials that are NOT subtitled, please provide written translation.  
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When providing written translation, make sure to list creative materials in the order they appear 
on the video as follows:  
E.G. (Medium: Print ―Title‖ translation, Medium: OOH ―Title‖ translation, etc.)  

 
NOTE: ONE PAGE MAXIMUM  
 
CREATIVE VIEWING GUIDE: Provide a 150 word maximum description of elements of the work 
featured that may be helpful for judges not familiar with the target to have an explanation of. For 
example, use of the color red for celebration, etc.  

 
CATEGORIES  : 
 
1.  Consumer Products  :  

 
A. Cosmetics and toiletries.  
B. Beverages / drink, confectionary and food.  
C. Others : Apparel / textiles, Personal gift items, tobacco, personal hygiene, footwear, 

products, waxes, detergents, floor-care products, fabric softeners, paper products, books 
and periodicals, stationery and accessories.  

 
2. Consumer Durables  : 

 
A.  Automobiles and auto parts, two wheelers and auto related.  
B. Electronic goods : Audio and/or video devices such as TVs, radios, mobile devices, home 

entertainment (DVD /      Blu-ray players), cameras, computer hardware, laptops, tablets, 
sound systems, etc.) and other musical equipment, audiovisual equipment, calculators, 
computers, packaged software, air-conditioners, official equipment and agricultural 
equipment.  

C.  Others : Kitchen appliances, carpeting, furniture, decorator‘s supplies, fertilizers,  
sanitaryware and fittings, briefcases, paint, wallpaper.  

 

 Services  :  
 

A. Telecom and related products.  
B. Financial Services : including banking and insurance etc.  
C. Others : Transport services travel / tourism, hotels resorts, airline, restaurants, Media & 

Entertainment, Public utilities, Marketing communications & Services, IT software, 
Education; Real Estate, government and political party advertising, domestic services, lawn 
care services.  

4.  Corporate Advertising  :  
 

A. Corporate Reputation :  
Communications to promote corporations, not exclusively their products includes 
sponsorships, image & identity.  

B. Social Cause :  
Campaigns addressing a social problem or in expanding an existing program          in ways 
that benefit our society or our planet.  Any and all marketing communications efforts, 
whether full campaigns or unique efforts within a campaign are eligible to enter as long as 
measurable results exist. The marketing communications efforts could be undertaken by 
brands or could be of a public service nature for a non-profit organization or association. 

 
5. Digital Advertising (Online / Mobile        Communication)  : 

 
The award for this category will be handed to the campaign using any / multiple format(s) of 
advertising on the online / mobile to maximize marketing ROI.  Formats may include social 
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media campaign on facebook & twitter, microsite, banners, popups, towers, panels, 
interstitial, email, landing page/s, text, IVR, MMS<, Audio, Video, WAP Link etc.  

 
6.  Retail Advertising  :  

 
Store and/or web site that provides a multiple range of non-related or generally related 
merchandise, which include: department stores, food retailers, and discount/ bulk retailers, 
Store and/or web site that specializes in one particular line of products (i.e. clothing, health 
food, shoes, pet care, toys, greeting cards.) and fashion / style brands  

 
7.  Healthcare  :  

 
Drugs, vitamins, first-aid products and devices that do not require a doctor‘s prescription for 
purchase. Hospitals, HMOs, referral services, dental and medical care services, chronic care 
facilities, prescription required drugs, first-aid products and devices  

 
8.  B2B Advertising  :  

 
In a world dominated by mass media advertising, B2B communication efforts often go 
unrecognized. The award for this category will be handed to the campaign(s), which 
demonstrate effectiveness in meeting varied B2B objectives like product launch, lead 
generation etc. across various product/services categories. 

 
9.  Rural Advertising  :  

 
The India growth story has moved beyond the metros.  This award ce leb ra tes  
commun ica t ion  effectiveness in India‘s heartland i.e. the semi-urban and rural markets 
across different products and services, ranging from Agri-products to durables and lubricants 
etc.  

 
10.Regional Advertising  : 

 
India is a vast country with unmatched diversity and a multi-dimensional personality. The 
award for this category will be handed to the campaign(s), which demonstrate 
communication effectiveness at a regional / local level, capturing the local nuances and 
traditions, across different products and services.    

 
Individual campaigns can only enter in any one of the 1 – 10 categories 
mentioned above but single brand can have multiple entries.  
 
You cannot enter the same entry twice in any of the categories from 1 to 10 
however an entry already entered in     category 1-10 can be re-entered in 
categories 11 & 12 provided it meets the specific requirements. 

 
11.  David v/s Goliath  : 
 

This is an award for smaller, new or emerging brands making inroads against big, 
established leaders and for established small brands taking on ―sleeping giants‖. For 
companies who moved into a new product & service field with large, well-established 
competitors. To enter your brand cannot be a sub-brand of a larger company. Entrants 
must detail the business challenge, the competitive landscape and how their business 
succeeded despite the odds. You must define your competitive landscape, including the 
market difference between the David and Goliath. Winners in the previous year competition 
in this category are not eligible to enter the subsequent year. 
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12. Integrated Advertising Campaign  : 

 
The award for this category will be handed to the campaign using a media mix of more than 
3 communication channel out of which one must be Digital. (example : TV + Radio + Digital, 
Outdoor + TV + Digital, Radio + Press + Digital, Press + TV + Digital).  Entries must 
demonstrate how individual mediums met campaign and brand objectives and how they 
were strategically linked.  

 
13.  Grand EFFIE  :  
 

Highest points received by an entry across all the 12 categories. 

 
14.  Agency of the year.  

 
15.  Client of the year. 
 
COMPUTATION OF POINTS  : 
 
Points will be allocated on the basis of Gold, Silver or Bronze. Where an award is shared, points 
will be allocated equally.  
(i.e. 15, 10 or 5). 

 Gold  :  15 points.  

 Silver   :  10 points. 

 Bronze  :  5 points. 

 GRAND EFFIE :  25 points.  

NOTE : A Grand EFFIE generally goes to an entry that is also a Gold winner in a 
particular category, hence the marks will be allocated only once i.e. for the Grand 
EFFIE and not the Gold.  The entry will get 25 marks of Grand EFFIE but will not get 15 
marks of Gold EFFIE. 

 
 
 
 
 
Bravery Award  : 

      

Thinking out of the box requires guts and resolve to face the resistance. And only a brave 
heart moves away from the herd and chalks out a new course. It is a rare quality needed even in 
the field of marketing communications. It is only the brave who don't conform to the norms and 
instead seek to create a differentiated positioning for the brands. The Brand Equity Bravery 
Award seeks to honour on stand out client-agency team for leaping out of the comfort zone and 
creating the bravest advertising of the year. Advertising that not only breaks category norms, but 
also challenges industry standards — while proving its mettle in the marketplace.  

 
DEADLINE  
 
Friday, 11

th
 November, 2011. 

 
ENTRIES 
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ENTRIES SHOULD BE SENT TO          THE ADVERTISING CLUB BOMBAY, 504, RADHE 
VALLABH SOCIETY, FRENCH BRIDGE CORNER, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI – 400004.  
From Monday to Friday 10 am to 5 pm. 

 
ENTRY FEE   
 
The entry fee is Rs.21,000/- per campaign. A single ad release over a period to time could 
constitute a campaign. 
 
Entries will not be accepted if not accompanied with full payment or if incomplete in any way.  
Information in the Brief of Effectiveness will remain confidential.  Creative Material becomes the 
property of The Advertising Club Bombay and will not be returned.  The Advertising Club 
Bombay reserves the right to make copies of selected creative material for education and 
publicity purposes. 
 
All entrants will be notified of the status of their campaign.  The Trophies – Gold, Silver, Bronze 
or Grand – will be announced at the EFFIE Awards Gala.  Special Gold, Silver and Bronze 
Trophies for the winning campaigns will be awarded to the Client as well.  EFFIE Trophies are 
awarded in each category at discretion of the judges.  Awards may not be given in all 
categories. 
 

The EFFIE Awards Gala Ceremony  will be held on Wednesday,                            
14th December, 2011 at the           ROYAL WESTERN INDIA TURF CLUB, 
ENCLOSURE II, MAHALAXMI. 
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BRIEF OF EFFECTIVENESS 

1. Brand name of 

product or service 

advertised. Please list 

only the brand name or 

trade name of the 

product or service 

advertised. Example: 

‗Kleenex‘ not Kleenex 

Brand Tissues‘ 

 

2. Product type or 

Description. A word 

or two indicating the 

kind of product or 

service advertised 

without using the 

brand name. ‗Facial 

Tissue‘ not ‗Kleenex 

Tissue‘ 

 

3. Category. Indicate the 

category within which 

you think your 

campaign should be 

judged. The EFFIE 

Committee reserves 

the right to 

recategorize  

campaigns. 

 

4. Campaign Title. 

Please indicate the 

campaign title, not 

titles or individual 

commercials within the 

campaign. 

1. Brand Name: ____________________________________________ 

2. Product Type of Description: ________________________________ 

3. Category for this Entry: ____________________________________ 

4. Campaign Title: __________________________________________ 

 URL: ___________________________________________________ 

 Campaign (Check one): □ National □ Regional □ Local

 
You have up to seven pages to tell your story (including this page). 
You may use as much or as little space as you wish for each question, so 
long as your total written case does not exceed seven pages. Directions 
appearing with each question must not to be deleted from the completed 
case; they serve as a guide for both entrants and judges. Answers must 
be 10-point font or higher and all data must include a specific, verifiable 
source. Data without a source will result in entry disqualification. Do not 
include any Agency names (Ad, Media, Other) anywhere in the entry 
form. Answer every question or indicate ―not applicable‖ and define your 
target audience in the entry. Any unanswered question will result in entry 
disqualification. 
 
5a. What was the strategic communications challenge? 

 Define success in your category. What was going on? Provide 
information on the category, marketplace, company, competitive 
environment, target audience and/or the product /service that created 
your challenge and your response to it. 

 
5b. What were your objectives? State specific goals. 

 Your entry may have one or all of the following objectives: A. 
Quantifiable, B. Behavioral, C. Perceptual/ Attitudinal. Give specific 
goals for all of these if all apply to your case. If you do not have a 
specific type of objective (e.g. no quantifiable objectives), state this in 
the entry form and explain why and why the objectives you do have 
are significant and challenging in the context of your category, etc. 
You must provide benchmark and context for your goals versus year 
prior and in context of competitive landscape and category. Explain: 
What was the behavioral or perceptual/ attitudinal response you were 
looking for in the context of your competition and category? 
Examples: to meet a concrete share or sales target; to obtain a 
specific behavioral response, to modify existing brand perceptions, to 
establish new product awareness. 

 
In this section you should address the actual assignment you faced.  
What metrics did you have?  What tools did you plan to put in place 
to get the measurements you needed?  Were specific objectives 
lacking for the case?  If yes, what objectives did you come up with 
and why are they significant?   Do not retrofit objectives to results 
achieved - describe the actual situation you faced at the start of the 
case as briefly as possible, with as much specifics as possible. 
Judges detract for recreated objectives.  

5c. Total Media Expenditures 
 Include value of donated media and non-traditional paid media Check 

one. 
 □ Under Rs.25 lakhs □ Rs.25 lakhs to Rs.1 crore 
 □ Rs.1 crore to Rs.2.5 crores □ Rs.2.5 crores to Rs.5 crores 
 □ Rs.5 crores to Rs.10 crores □ Over Rs.10 crores 
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6a. What was your big idea? 
 What was the idea that drove your effort? The idea should not be your execution or 

tagline. State in one sentence.  
 

6b. How did you arrive at the big idea? 
 Was your idea driven by a consumer insight or channel insight or marketplace / brand 

opportunity? Explain how it originated and how the big idea addressed the challenge.  
 

Describe any research done that resulted in the insight or awareness of the opportunity.  

Also describe any research that revised/validated the insight or opportunity after the fact.  

Did you adapt your strategy as a result of new things learned in the field? 
 

7a. How did you bring the idea to life? 
 Describe and provide rationale for your communications strategy to bring the idea to life, 

as born from the insights and strategic challenge described above. How did your creative 
and media strategies work together to reach your specific audience?  Describe why 
certain strategies for different markets were chosen. 

 

 Describe the channels you selected/why selected, justify the work and demonstrate how 
your idea addresses your challenge. How did the channels work together? All creative 
materials submitted on the 4-minute creative reel should exemplify the rationale described 
in this section. 

 

7b. How did you bring it to life? (communications touch points) Check all that apply. 
 Indicate below all consumer communications touch points used in this case. You must 

provide detail in your written case and show on the 4-minute video at least one example 
of each communication touch point you mark below which was integral to the effort‘s 
success. You do not need to feature all elements below on the reel, only those integral to 
the success. 

 

□ TV □ Packaging □ Retail Experience 

 □ Spots □ Product Design  □ POP 

 □ Branded Content □ Cinema  □ Video 

 □ Sponsorship on TV □ Interactive  □In-Store Merchandizing 

 □ Product placement  □ Online Ads  □ Sales Promotion 

□ Radio  □ Web site  □ Retailtainment 

 □ Spots  □ Viral video □ Guerrilla 

 □ Merchandising  □ Video skins/bugs  □ Street Teams 

 □ Program/content  □ Social Networking Sites  □ Tagging 

□ Print  □ Podcasts  □ Wraps 

 □ Trade/Professional  □ Gaming  □ Buzz Marketing 

 □ Newspaper - print  □ Mobile Phone  □ Ambient Media 

 □ Newspaper - digital  □ Other __________________  □ Sampling/Trial 

 □ Magazine - print □ OOH □ Consumer Involvement 

 □ Magazine – digital  □ Airport  □ WOM 

 □ Print partnership  □ Transit  □ Consumer Generated 

□ Direct  □ Billboard  □ Viral 

 □ Mail  □ Place Based □Other  __________________ 

 □ Email  □ Other __________________  ________________________ 

□ PR    □ Trade Shows              ________________________ 

□ Events   □ Sponsorship                          ________________________ 
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7c.  List all other marketing components used in this effort. 

  You must explain in your entry the effect of the following: 

□ None 

□ Pricing Changes 

□ Couponing 

□ Leveraging Distribution 

□ Other __________________ 

 

8. How do you know it worked? 
Detail why you consider your effort a success. Refer to your objectives (results must 

relate directly to your objectives & measurement tools in 5b – restate them and provide 

results) and demonstrate how you met or exceeded those objectives using quantitative 

and behavioral metrics or other measurement tools you described. Did your effort drive 

business? Did it drive awareness and consumer/business behavior? Use charts and data 

whenever possible. Explain what x% means in your category. Explain why the results you 

have are significant in the context of your marketplace, category, competition and 

product/service.  For confidential information proof of performance may be indexed if 

desired. Numerical results lacking context regarding why they are significant will be 

disregarded. 

  Make sure you address every objective, whether fully achieved or not. Indicate why the 
results you have are significant in the context of your category, competition and product / 
service. Do not assume judges know what equals success in your category or where your 
product/service and budget was before and after the effort – explain. 

 
9. Anything else going on (whether or not you were involved) that might have helped 

drive results? 
 Describe all other factors in the marketplace. Judges are industry executives - entries that 

omit pertinent information will be disqualified. You must answer this question or write ―no 
other factors‖. Do not leave blank. 
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EFFIE AWARDS CAMPAIGN SUMMARY AND CREDITS 

 

CAMPAIGN TITLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 Summary 
 In the space provided write 

not more than three 
complete sentences 
summarizing the campaign 
and its goals (Limit to 90 
words) 

 
 Agency Credits 
 Please be sure all names 

are spelled correctly. Limit 
(10) only. Do not include 
any additional pages of 
credits as we will list only 
the names provided on 
this page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Client Credits 
 Please be sure all names 

are spelled correctly. Limit 
(10) only. 
Do not include any 
additional pages of credits 
as we will list only the 
names provided on this 
page. 

The Information you give here may be published and / or appear on 

recognition certificates. 

Campaign Title: 

 

 

 

Summary to appear in 2011 program journal: 

 

 

 

 

Complete Agency Name ______________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________ 

City: _______________ State: _______________ Zip ______________ 

Phone __________________________ Fax: ______________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

 

 

Complete Corporate Name ____________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________ 

City: ________________ State: ________________ Zip ____________ 

Phone __________________________ Fax: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 

Name: __________________________ Title: _____________________ 
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ENTRANT INFORMATION AND PAYMENT 

 

CONTACT PERSON 

Brand Name of Product or Service: _____________________________________________________ 

Campaign Title: ________________________________________________________________ 

Contact Person for this Campaign: ________________________ Title:_____________________ 

URL : ________________________________________________________________________ 

Company Name: _______________________________________________________________ 

Telephone: _________________________________ Fax: ______________________________  

Mobile: ________________________Email: _____________________________________________ 

Address: ______________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

City: _____________________________________ State: _______________________________ 

 

ANNUAL AGENCY BILLING FOR 2009 

□ Under Rs.25 Crores     □ Rs.25-50 Crores     □ Rs.50-100 Crores        □ over Rs.100 Crores 

 

SIGNATURE FOR ENTRY BY AGENCY AND CLIENT OFFICER 

 

I certify on behalf of________________________ (Agency) and ___________________(Client) that 

the campaign ran between 1
st

 July 2010 to 30
th

 June 2011 (12 Months) and that it did not previously 

win a Gold EFFIE Award. Entry constitutes permission to be included in data set for EFFIE Awards 

research purposes that do not breach confidentiality. 

Signature of Officer (Agency)_______________________ (Client) ________________________ 

Title: ______________________ Company: ______________________ Date:_______________ 

 

PAYMENT 

 

For single payment for multiple entries, it is required to attach a letter listing each campaign 

(Campaign Title and Brand) covered by the payment. The cost for each campaign submitted is 

Rs.21,000/-.  The cheque / DD should be in favour of ―The Advertising Club Bombay‖. 

Amount enclosed :_____________________ Number of Campaigns for this payment:_____________ 

Please indicate your method of payment: □ Cheque □ By Demand Draft (for entries from outside Mumbai) 

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS 

 

If you are submitting more than one campaign and you wish to send them in one box, please wrap 

materials from each campaign separately and label each with agency and campaign name(s). 

Ship all materials prepaid to: 

The Advertising Club Bombay 

504, Radhe Vallabh Society, French Bridge Corner, 

Opera House, Mumbai 400004. 

Phone: +91 22  23894091, +91 22  23810213, +91 22  23813034.    Fax: +91 22  23892067 

E-mail: adclub@vsnl.com 

Website: www.adclubbombay.com 

 


